Vermont’s Online Business
Service Center
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WHY NOW?
The Corporations online registry, back end data structure, and IT architecture was identified as
being at a high risk of failure, and incapable of sustaining the growth, stability and consistency
expected of a State agency in the public trust.
System attributes:
DOS Database
DOS stopped being “supported” by Microsoft in the 90’s
Data entry errors were high
Occurrences of phantom data loss were high
System lacked incremental upgrades to SQL, Oracle or equivalent “bridge” technology.
DOS data tables were not compatible with modern IT architecture needs
Risks of permanent system wide failure high
Lack of audit or performance metrics capabilities.
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OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
Existing technology required manual input from paper forms, deciphering handwriting, and provided a very retro 1990s online view
of a client’s record. Updating was done after 24‐48 hours, and the system consistently crashed.
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PRIORITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
1)

Create an improved “value‐add” customer experience
1) Public at large
2) Registered Agent Law firms
3) Registered Agent Third party national service providers
4) Small Business Owners.

2)

Going Paperless

3)

High Adoption Rates – Make it easy

4)

Low Error Rates

5)

Use as opportunity to evaluate business process, best practices and legislative housecleaning.
1) Business Fraud Protection system developed
2) Registered Agent Compliance System created
3) Removal of notarization requirements for forms
4) Shuffling of staff functions
5) Updating of fees and development of a SOS technology fund.
6) Updating of Non Profit and LLC laws to remove the dreaded Deceptively Similar standard (2015).

6)

Identify and capitalize on untapped interagency benefits
1) Economic development vehicle for State. i.e. Start your business in Vermont from a beach in the Bahamas.
2) Allowed us to develop and track Performance Metrics for Legislature
3) Created enterprise efficiencies with other state agencies and the statewide Business Portal.
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GOING PAPERLESS …
PROCESS
Identify and map
desired outcomes

Identify and
engage
stakeholders

Make fee changes
as needed

Identify and fix
existing business
flow

Make legislative
changes as needed

Identify and fix
existing
bottlenecks
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PAPERLESS MEANS …

Going paperless means different things for different stakeholders.
• Law firms – Client tracking and functionality. The RA Dashboard provides a paperless 360 view of the client’s status with us
• Small Business Owners – Accountability and ease of use. Paperless means receipts, certificates and confirmations are always
available in digital form for future reference.
Going paperless requires buy in. Stakeholder feedback invaluable in generating buy in during the 1‐2 year transition
• One – on – one meetings and regular conference calls with high value stakeholders
• Establish a special resolution hotline for high value stakeholders
• Schedule Seminars for high value stakeholders
• Schedule Webinars coinciding with major releases
• Establish a multi staged communication plan
Going paperless may require fee adjustments.
• Credit Card Service fee not charged to client.
• In the future, we may consider raising fees for paper processing next year.
• Use legislative process as trigger for a SOS technology fund.
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… DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE

Going Paperless may require legislative housekeeping. “New System” presented a great opportunity to review our laws.
•

Remove notarization requirements from all of our forms

•

Update LLC and Non Profits Acts (2015) . Remove “Deceptively Similar” requirement to allow for more streamlined online
processing (Desired Economic Development Outcome).

•

Update Notary laws and change registration process.

Going paperless may require new roles for staff. “New System” presented opportunity to revisit business process.
•

Development of new triage process

•

Re‐development of staff functions around themes and not silos.

A “New System” may present the opportunity for greater interagency cooperation
•

Department of Tax , Labor, Dept. of Econ Dev., Dept. of Agriculture, others now become more engaged stakeholders

•

SOS system will now house the state wide business portal one‐stop‐shop function.
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PAPERLESS STARTS HERE … THE SYSTEM HOMEPAGE
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FOR THE PUBLIC …
Paperless Means;
•

Quick updates of a
businesses online
status,

•

Evidence of a client’s
registration,
amendment, and filing.

•

Online verification of
Certificates of Good
Standing
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Annual
Report
Evidence
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Evidence of
Amendments
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FOR THE USER …
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FOR THE USER, YOUR SINGLE LOGIN …
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… TAKES YOU TO YOUR PAPERLESS FUNCTIONS
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USER AS, SMALL BUSINESS OWNER …
Paperless means;
•

Online Filings

•

Online access to receipts,
emails, Certificates and
Correspondences with State
(BizPortal)

•

IPAD/SMS/email
notifications as part of our
Business Fraud Alert System.
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USER AS, REGISTERED AGENT …
Paperless means;
•

Online client status
tracking (RA Dashboard)

•

High Volume Online
Filings. (Sorting, XML,
Export and Extract)

•

Online repository of all
correspondences,
certificates and receipts
for client accountability.
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Your cataloged receipts,
correspondences and
certificates.
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IN SUMMARY
PAPERLESS FOR US
MEANT ….
Understanding
your
stakeholders
needs

Single Inbox
RA Dashboard

Registered Agent
Small Business
Owner
Public

Creating
efficiencies
that matter

Digitization
that provides
value

All filings imaged to
public record
All filings viewable on
IPhone App
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For any questions please contact;

Ali Sarafzade
Director, Division of Corporations
Vermont Secretary of State
128 State St.
Montpelier, VT, 05633‐1104
ali.sarafzade@sec.state.vt.us
(802) 828‐3271

Ali Sarafzade is the Director of the Corporations Division for the Office of the Vermont Secretary of State.
Ali has been Director of Corporations for 3 years. Prior roles in government include positions with the United States
Senate Committee on Finance; the Office of the D.C. Attorney General; as Assistant General Counsel of the D.C.
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs; with the Vermont Department of Economic Development; As Director
of International Trade for the State of Vermont; and as executive director of the Vermont Global Trade Partnership.
Ali has particular expertise in the areas of project management, economic development, and the development and
execution of government IT projects.
Ali has an MBA from Duke University and a law degree from the University of Virginia.
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